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Dear editor,
High-resolution radars demonstrate a good target-
detection performance, especially for weak targets
such as periscopes and small boats [1]. Methods
for adaptive detection employed by high-resolution
maritime radars usually consider range-spread tar-
gets and non-Gaussian sea-clutter. In this case,
the energy of a range-spread target at each oc-
cupied cell should be integrated along the range
dimension. On the other hand, non-Gaussian sea
clutter may contain discrete sea spikes that look
similar to the targets. Due to their long duration
and high power, sea spikes can cause a high proba-
bility of false alarms (PFA). Therefore, the impact
of non-Gaussian clutter including sea spikes should
be minimized when developing methods for weak
range-spread target detection.

The generalized Pareto distribution with in-
verse Gamma texture has been shown to be suit-
able for heavy-tail clutter; hence, it has been ex-
ploited to describe non-Gaussian clutter [2]. An
optimal coherent detector for range-spread tar-
gets has been developed in generalized Pareto
clutter with inverse Gamma texture [3]. Tradi-
tional coherent detectors are used to detect tar-
gets with several pulses and high signal-to-clutter
ratios. However, they suffer significant perfor-
mance losses when detecting weak targets. Long-

time integration is an effective way to improve
the detection performance. Therefore, multi-
scan radar returns are typically used to detect
weak targets instead of detecting them in a sin-
gle scan. The dynamic-programming-based track-
before-detect (DP-TBD) technique [4] is a prac-
tical method for detecting weak targets. Range-
spread target detection based on DP-TBD has
been investigated in compound-Gaussian clutter
with an unknown texture distribution [5].

For the range-spread target detection, the num-
ber of occupied range cells is usually assumed to be
known; however, it cannot be known in practical
applications. At the same time, weak range-spread
targets may not be effectively detected during a
single scan period. Consequently, we focus on the
problem of adaptively detecting weak range-spread
targets embedded in non-Gaussian sea clutter that
may include sea spikes.

Detection problem description. The considered
surveillance area is divided into Nr×Nθ grid cells,
where Nr and Nθ are the number of cells at the
range and azimuth, respectively. K consecutive
scanning returns are processed to detect a range-
spread target. The number of coherent pulses in
a coherent processing interval is N . The decision
on the existence of a moving target embedded in
a clutter-dominated region can be formulated in
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terms of the following binary hypothesis testing:
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where H0 denotes clutter-only, H1 means that a
range-spread target appears in Θ = {rk + 1, rk +
2, . . . , rk + L} of the θkth azimuth and other po-
sitions contain clutter-only, L is the number of
range cells occupied by the target, cr,θk is the N -
dimensional clutter vector at the rth range cell of
the θth azimuth, αr,θk is the unknown deterministic
target complex amplitude, and p is the normalized
steering vector. The target state at the kth scan
can be expressed as sk = [rk, v̇r,k, θk, v̇θ,k]

T, where
rk and θk are the range and azimuth position at the
kth scan, v̇r,k and v̇θ,k denote the target velocities
at the range and azimuth dimensions, respectively,
and (·)T denotes a transposition.

In a coherent processing interval, the clutter
vector cr,θk can be described as

c
r,θ
k =

√

τr,θk u
r,θ
k , (2)

where the speckle u
r,θ
k is a complex Gaussian vec-

tor with zero mean and the covariance matrixRr,θ
k ;

the texture τr,θk obeys the inverse Gamma distri-
bution:

f(τr,θk ) =
1

Γ(λ)µλ
(τr,θk )−(λ+1)e

−1

µτ
r,θ
k , (3)

where Γ(·) denotes the Gamma function, µ is the
scale parameter and λ is the shape parameter.

Detection method design. Non-coherent integra-
tion along the occupied range cells is performed to
detect a range-spread target after coherent inte-
gration along the pulse dimension. For coherent
integration of the pulse dimension at the kth scan,
the optimal adaptive detector can be expressed as
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where q0 = [1/µ+(zr,θk )H(R̂r,θ
k )−1z

r,θ
k ], R̂r,θ

k is the
estimated covariance matrix and η is the detection
threshold. A high PFA threshold is used to make
the majority of the clutter test statistics being
blocked and the target signal being preserved to
reduce the computational complexity of the subse-
quent DP-TBD operation and solve the case when
the number of range cells occupied by the target
is unknown.

After the threshold processing, the remaining
test statistics of the target and high-power sea
clutter are used in non-coherent integration per-
formed by the improved DP-TBD method. The
target echo is continuous in several range cells,
while the high-power sea clutter is random and
discrete. Consequently, we consider the continu-
ous non-zero-value cells as a unitary target state
to solve the problem of the unknown number L
of range cells. This operation enables maximum
integration of the range-spread target along the
range dimension while reducing the computational
complexity of DP-TDB as a result of the de-
creased number of the target states. For the target
states sK = [rK , v̇r,K , θK , v̇θ,K ]T, s.t. ξr,θK > 0,
1 6 r 6 Ns < Nr, 1 6 θ 6 Nθ, v̇r,K and
v̇θ,K ∈ [−Vmax, Vmax], the merit function of sK

is IK(sK) = ξr,θK , where Ns denotes the number
of target states and Vmax is the maximum velocity
of the moving target. Then the DP recursion is
implemented. When 2 6 k 6 K, the merit func-
tion Ik(sk) = max

sk−1∈ψ(sk−1)[Ik−1(sk−1)] + ξr,θk ,
where ψ(sk−1) is a collection of target states at
(k − 1)th scan and ξx,yk > 0. The threshold pro-
cessing may result in the target state collection to
be ψ(sk) = 0, k ∈ [1, . . . ,K − 1]. In this case, we
use the original test statistics of these zero target
states and consider the maximum test statistic and
its position as the most probable target state.

The abovementioned operation may result in a
high number of sea spikes being integrated be-
tween radar scans; hence, we modify the merit
function as follows:

ĨK(sK) = α · IK(sK), (5)

where ĨK(sK) denotes the final merit function, the
mark parameter α = ε(K − N0 − Ng), 0 6 N0 6

K − 1, ε(·) is the step function, N0 denotes the
time when all transferred target states of a target
state at all K scans are zero, Ng denotes a thresh-
old to judge whether the target state at Kth scan
is a sea spike or not. If the number of times when
a target state is non-zero at allK scans is less than
Ng, then, we consider that the target state is a sea
spike. Finally, a detection threshold for multi-scan
integration is used to detect targets.

Performance assessment. The results of evalu-
ating the detection performance of the improved
DP-TBD method are depicted in Figure 1. Sim-
ulated generalized Pareto clutter with different
shape parameters is used to verify the performance
of the improved DP-TBD and GLRT-DP-TBD [5]
methods, as illustrated in Figure 1(a). The exper-
iment parameters are K = 5, N = 8, Nr = 20,
Nθ = 1, v̇r,k = 1, v̇θ,k = 0, ηr,θk = 0, L = 4,
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Figure 1 (Color online) Performance evaluation. (a) Performance curves; (b) power map of the returns with A-
SCR = 2 dB; (c) detection (yellow) and missed (green) results with A-SCR = 2 dB; (d) power map of the return with
A-SCR = 6 dB; (e) detection (yellow) and missed (green) results with A-SCR = 6 dB.

the target Doppler frequency is fd = 0.3, µ = 1,
and Pfa = 10−3. It can be seen from Figure 1(a)
that the improved DP-TBD method outperforms
GLRT-DP-TBD. In Figures 1(b)–(e), the detec-
tion results of the improved DP-TBD method are
shown based on the measured IPIX sea-clutter
data [6]. A simulated weak range-spread target
with uniform motion is added to the measured sea
clutter. The data contain 30 scans with Nr = 34
and N = 8. Other parameters are set as K = 5,
Nθ = 1, v̇r,k = 1, v̇θ,k = 0, L = 4, and fd = 0.3.
For simplicity, prior information about the veloc-
ity is assumed to be known. The data from all
30 scans is processed using the improved DP-TBD
method in a way of slide windows [7]. In practical
applications, the number L of range cells occupied
by a range-spread target may vary across radar
scans due to the target motion. Thus, L is con-
sidered to randomly vary within the set of {1, 2,
3, 4, 5}. Figures 1(b) and (d) depict the power
of the simulated target in addition to that of the
measured sea clutter. It can be seen that the num-
ber of range cells occupied by the target fluctuates
across the scans. Figures 1(c) and (e) present the
detection and missed results with yellow and green
colors, respectively. As can be observed from Fig-
ures 1(c) and (e), the proposed method can effi-
ciently detect the range-spread target when L is
unknown and varies across scans.

Conclusion. We proposed an improved DP-
TBP method for detecting weak range-spread tar-
gets with an unknown number of occupied range
cells in non-Gaussian clutter, including sea spikes.
The experimental results showed that the im-
proved DP-TBD method performs better than

GLRT-DP-TBD and achieves satisfactory detec-
tion results. Our next plan is to further investigate
the performance of the improved DP-TBD method
in practical applications.
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